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there are two ways to use this cd-rom:- selecting the "extras" option when prompted will start up the
game in a separate program, allowing you to load the game's content and save your progress without the

original installer. the downside to this is that you'll be missing out on the real mario teaches typing
experience. you'll also be missing out on the new levels added to the cd-rom, as well as not being able to

save your progress.- selecting the "installer" option will install the game directly to your hard disk, and
start up the game as it was meant to be. you'll also be able to access the content right from the main

menu. the downside to this is that you'll miss out on the new levels added to the cd-rom, as well as not
being able to save your progress. mario teaches typing is a licensed edutainment game developed and
published by interplay productions. it is one of the few licensed mario computer titles. mario teaches

typing was originally released for ms-dos in 1992, where the user could either use two 3'5 floppies or a
single 5'75 one. it was later released on cd-rom for microsoft windows and macintosh in 1994. as the title

suggests, mario teaches typing was designed for improving a computer user's typing skills. all of the
game's music was sampled from super mario world . mario teaches typing eventually spawned a sequel in

1996, mario teaches typing 2 . you can progress up to an expert level or you can choose from the
following types of activities: • speed typing: no need to worry about accuracy or mistakes; just focus on

typing as fast as you can. • accuracy typing: you get a chance to correct mistakes and improve your
accuracy; but still no time limit. • verbs typing: you have to type the correct verb in the sentence (e.g.

"she read the book." becomes "she read the book."). but it will take time to correct mistakes because of
the extra processing involved. • spelling: there are a bunch of spelling errors in each of the sentences, and

you have to correct them. you will be given a definition and a letter spelling out the correct spelling. •
vocabulary: there are a bunch of funny words. you have to type the correct word. again, you are given a
definition and a letter spelling out the correct word. • history typing: you have to type the correct word
from a list of famous historic events. again, you will be given a definition and a letter spelling out the

correct word. • bibliography: you are given a definition and a letter spelling out the correct word. the word
list is from actual bibliographic references. • bonus typing: you are given a definition and a letter spelling

out the correct word. the word list is from historical documents. also, there are a bunch of additional words
to type.
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the first thing you will notice when you start playing this game is that it looks a little different from the nes
version. however, most of the graphics are the same as the nes version with the exception of the many
new items. mario will jump on a number of blocks and items and look for the letters that spell out his

name. if you input the correct letters, mario will make a sound and he will move forward. in this way, you
will jump on the correct blocks and the correct letters. if you make an incorrect letter, mario will not move
forward and the game will repeat the current level until you make a correct letter. if you make an incorrect
letter and you are not allowed to retry, you lose a life. if you run out of lives, the game will continue from
the last level that you completed. as you gain more points, you will be given more lives. when playing the

game, you will find that the game is split into four different difficulty settings. they are easy, medium,
hard, and very hard. the setting for the current level that you are on will be listed near the top left corner
of the screen, next to the a, b, and start buttons. if you press the a button, mario will jump to the top right
of the screen, where there will be a menu with one of the four different difficulty levels. if you press the b
button, mario will jump to the bottom left of the screen, where you will see three different speed options.
pressing the start button will change to the next level. if you are playing on easy difficulty, you will find

that mario will jump farther and move more quickly than when playing on the other difficulty levels.
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